Put Your Best Face Forward

Royal Shave
45min / NT$2,800
The confidence that comes with a perfect shave is achieved through the gentle touch of Wellspring Spa therapists. Before the blade is anywhere in sight, the face is first prepped by applying a peppermint cleanser along with a cooling cucumber eye mask. Pre-shaving oil follows with a head massage. A lavender steam towel opens pores and relaxes facial muscles. The shave ensues with delicate, graceful motions that soothes even as the blade glides razor close to the skin. Alum Block serves an antiseptic, followed by a moisturizing avocado mask. The therapists then go to work on the neck, shoulders and arms, melting away the tension. Cool compression and aftershave balm concludes this treatment fit for royalty.

Facial Fitness
45min / NT$2,800
This essential course offers facial cleansing, toning, lavender steam towel compress, and the facial massage workout with olive cream. A mask of herbal essentials hydrates and softens the skin while a cucumber eye mask soothes the eyes. The ritual concludes with a cool lavender compress, orange moisturizer, and chamomile eye balm for added hydration and UV protection.

Deluxe Facial Fitness
1hr / NT$3,300
Looking your best helps make lasting impressions. That’s why layer upon layer of facial goodness—designed to maintain the healthy network on the face—are included in this treatment that begins with a ritual peppermint cleanser, followed by a cucumber toner. A peppermint scrub then exfoliates to remove dead skin cells. A lavender steam towel compress relaxes facial
muscles while a massage works out the face. Then comes a real treat, Wellspring therapists’ signature massage melts away tension and soothes the savage beast in you. Cucumber eye mask and herbal face mask recharges and makes confident. The total facial ritual is then concluded with a cold compression of lavender, orange moisturizer, and blue chamomile eye balm for added hydration and UV protection.

**Package**

**Executive Indulgence**
4hrs / NT$12,000
Taking time to enjoy your success is every bit as important as achieving it. It's a full course for ultimate relaxation. A choice of Skin Workout or Body Detox cleanses away the build up of impurities, then a dip in our healing steam bath, herbal bath, and our signature Jetlag Recovery Massage soothes mind and body, whether you've just stepped off a real flight or simply feel like you did. A light snack is served in the interim and follows with a Deluxe Facial Fitness and “Man”-icure course. A healthy spa meal concludes this truly executive experience.

**Rush Escape**
2hrs / NT$6,200
When you need to get away from it all, return to this sanctuary for a course that begins with our signature Jetlag Recovery Massage, the gentle touches by which the savage beast of tension is tamed and conquered. A healing steam bath follows to cleanse the body of impurities. A facial fitness helps you put your best face forward and a spa meal concludes your escape from the urban jungle.